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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with separation of merged Langerhans islets in segmentations in order to evaluate correct
histogram of islet diameters. A distribution of islet diameters is useful for determining the feasibility of islet
transplantation in diabetes. First, the merged islets at training segmentations are manually separated by medical
experts. Based on the single islets, the merged islets are identified and the SVM classifier is trained on both classes
(merged/single islets). The testing segmentations were over-segmented using watershed transform and the most
probable back merging of islets were found using trained SVM classifier. Finally, the optimized segmentation is
compared with ground truth segmentation (correctly separated islets).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transplantation of isolated pancreatic islets from cadaver donors is a promising therapy for patients with the
type 1 diabetes.1 To determine the quality of isolated islets and their suitability for successful transplantation,
microscopy images of islet graft samples are acquired and the quantity and size of the islets is evaluated.

We proposed method for automated separation of touching islets in binary segmentations of microscopy
images in order to evaluate distribution of islet diameters correctly. A distribution of islet diameters is useful for
determining the feasibility of islet transplantation in diabetes.

In our previous paper we solved the problem of automatic segmentation of microscopy images of Langerhans
islets.2–4

The islets contained in segmentation often touch and appear as a single object which gives incorrect results.
The separation of touching objects can be performed by watershed transform applied in combination with
distance transform computed at binary segmentation.5 In6 authors solved the problem with touching elliptically
shaped grains, where the distance transform failed. They apply skeletonisation which results in open lines.
These open lines are then prolonged according to their direction from corresponding end points. If the distance
between opposite two lines is under set threshold value then these lines are connected. In7 authors proposed a
region selection-based algorithm for automatic touching cell segmentation on stained muscle images. Firstly, the
algorithm generates a set of segmentation candidates and then assigns these candidates proper scores based on a
learned cell shape model and local features. Finally, a subset of region candidates is selected as final segmentation
based on an Integer Linear Programming scheme under the constraint that no two selected regions can overlap.
Arteta et al8 introduce separate classes for tuples of objects into the detection process. It can be shown that
this formulation can be learned within the structured output SVM framework, while the learning only requires
weak annotations – a dot on each instance. Funke et al9 proposed method based on extraction of a merge tree
of candidates (i.e., parent nodes are merged segments of their children) that span the whole range from over–
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to undersegmentation. A segmentation of the image can now be expressed by a selection of non-overlapping
candidates.

Our method consists of several steps. First, we segment islets and background using our algorithm based on
logistic regression and RGB features.2,3 Then, possible divisions of the individual foreground regions are found
using the watershed transform. For each possible division, several shape parameters are evaluated. Finally, the
most likely division according to the shape model is chosen.

2. METHOD

2.1 Islets separation using watershed transform

First, we segment (logistic regression, RGB features),2 see Fig. 1 (b), microscopy images (Fig. 1 (a)) of Langerhans
islets into 2 classes (background + exocrine tissue/islets) and if necessary we apply color normalization.3 The
exocrine tissue is unwanted part of prepared sample. The ratio between amount of exocrine tissue and amount
of islet tissue determines a purity of sample. In this case the purity evaluation is not considered. The binary

(a) Microscopy images (b) Segmentation overlaid by separating mask

Figure 1. Microscopy image and segmentation overlaid by separating mask.

segmentation is then over-segmented using watershed transform. The over-segmentation cannot be seen as a
final result, because several single islets are divided into more parts.

2.2 Computation of descriptors and SVM classifier training

Descriptors10 are selected according to satisfactory scatter-plot. The selected descriptors are described below.
Hu invariants L23 and L24 are based on central moments of inertia. L23 could be seen as a measure of circularity,
because the minimal value 1/(2π) is obtained for circular shape.11 L23 and L24 are given by

L23 = η20 + η02, (1)

L24 = (η20 − η02)2 + 4η211, (2)

where ηpq is given by

ηpq =
µpq

(µ00)
p+q
2 +1

, (3)

and µpq is given by

µpq =
∑
∀x

∑
∀y

(x− xc)p(y − yc)qf(x, y), (4)



Figure 2. Illustration of L23 values obtained for different object shapes, (1) 0.1592, (2) 0.1928, (3) 0.1591, (4) 0.1591, (5)
0.1617, (6) 0.2233, (7) 0.1665, (8) 1.3381.

where xc and yc are centroids and f(x, y) denotes an image function (in our case image is binary). The values of
L23 computed for differently shaped objects can be seen in Fig. 2. From the computed values it can be seen that
approximation of circular (objects: 1, 3, 4) areas approaching L23 ≈ 1/(2π). Similarly as L23 a compactness12

is chosen to effectively identify touching islets. The compactness is given by

C =
L2

area
, (5)

where L denotes the length of object border. The shape descriptors are computed on the single islets representing
the 1. class and the merged islets representing the 2. class. For every segmentation our medical experts create
separating ground truth (see Fig. 1 (b)). It means that merged islets are identified and manually divided into
single islets. To overcome unsatisfactory number of merged islets we generate artificial couple and triplet using
randomly chosen single islets. Computed shape descriptors are then used in the process of SVM classifier (RBF
kernel) training.

2.3 Object classification

We consider such objects which were before application of watershed transform a member of any group of
merged islets. We combine separated objects together and evaluate descriptors for such artificially merged
objects. Probability scores (weighted by object area) given by trained SVM classifier are then used to find
the most probable merging combination of separated objects (every labeled object in segmentation processed
by watershed transform). For instance for the case of 2 objects of areas A1 and A2 and probability scores
P1(object1|θ1) and P2(object2|θ2) we solve the following inequality

A1P1(object1|θ1) +A1P2(object2|θ2) ≶ (A1 +A2)P12(object12|θ12), (6)

where P12(object12|θ12) denotes the probability that 2 merged objects form islet and θ1, θ2, θ12 are the vectors
of descriptors computed for corresponding object. Based on the solution of equation (6) the proposed algorithm
lets the objects separated or join objects together.

An example of correctly separated merged islets and over-segmented single islets can be seen in Fig. 3.

(a) Correctly separated merged islets (b) Over-segmented single islets

Figure 3. Left: correctly separated merged islets using watershed transform, right: application of watershed transform
results in over-segmented single islets.



3. RESULTS

3.1 Image data

There are 46 images acquired during the past years in our image database. The first 12 images contain consid-
erable amount of touching islets. These images are segmented using logistic regression classifier and RGB color
channel features. Our medical experts create ”separating masks” (see Fig. 1 (b)) which enable us to correctly
separate islets in the mentioned set of segmentations. The segmentations of separated islets serve as the ground
truth and allow us to evaluate the quality of optimized islet separation generated by the proposed algorithm.

3.2 Evaluation of pixel to pixel error

We evaluate pixel to pixel error between segmentations optimized by proposed algorithm and ground truth
segmentations (islets separated by medical experts). First, both segmentations are labeled A : x→ a(x) ∈ L1,
G : x → g(x) ∈ L2 then a mapping ϕ between these two label sets L1, L2 is found. Islets are labeled using
algorithm published in.13 Every object is labeled using successive integer numbers, background is denoted as
”0”. We consider 8-connected objects. The pixel to pixel error E can be written as follows

E = min
ϕ

∑
x

[ϕ(a(x)) 6= g(x)]. (7)

The values of pixel to pixel error evaluated in accordance with eq. (7) are in Tab. 1. The pixel to pixel error
displayed graphically can be seen in Fig. 4 and selected details of segmentations in Fig. 5. There can be seen in
Fig. 4 how differently shaped could Langerhans islets be. So that it is not so simple even for experienced medical
experts to decide where the separation line is.

Image in Fig. 5 (a) shows 3 pairs of touching islets. The same 3 pairs of touching islets are correctly separated
in Fig. 5 (b). However, the specially shaped islet placed at the bottom of image is over-segmented. The over-
segmented islet is then merged back using proposed algorithm, see Fig. 5 (c). Due to complicated shapes of
certain small islets, there are still some islets over-segmented after the application of the proposed algorithm.
However, the smallest islets with diameter under 50 µm are not considered in the process of islet transplantation.

Descriptors L23, area L23, L24 L23, C C L23 segmentation watershed

mean 4.7481 3.2597 3.6795 4.3834 3.4919 5.6016 3.8093

std 3.1585 2.0816 2.8065 4.5185 2.2270 3.5037 2.3767

Table 1. Pixel to pixel error E [%], leave-one-out cross-validation applied to 12 testing images.

3.3 Testing of trained classifier on a new set of images

We also use SVM classifier with L23 and L24 descriptors trained on 12 testing images to optimize segmentation
of another set of 10 images. However these images contain considerably roughly shaped islets in comparison with
training set. The values of pixel to pixel error are in Tab. 2. Selected details of the pixel to pixel error displayed
graphically can be seen in Fig. 6.

Descriptors L23, L24 segmentation watershed

mean 3.4184 3.8794 3.7463

std 1.3418 2.1806 1.7865

Table 2. Pixel to pixel error E [%], SVM classifier trained on 12 testing images applied to another set of 10 images.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Evaluation of separation quality (a) original image, (b) segmentation given by pixel-wise classifier (error area -
blue), (c) watershed transform (error area - green), (d) segmentation optimized by proposed algorithm (error area - red)

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the fully automatic method which is able to separate touching islets with the same
quality as medical experts. The best results were obtained for the descriptors L23 and L24. These results are
better even in comparison with the results given by watershed transform. The results are also fully comparable
with the ground truth created by medical experts. However, we found that islets are considerably differently
shaped and sized. Hence, in the future work new set of segmentations where the merged islets will be separated
by medical experts must be created. We also plan to test other shape descriptors. For comparison, a medical
experts takes about 20 minutes to separate merged islets in a single image, whereas the proposed algorithm takes
about 7 minutes (implemented in Matlab, 2 x Intel Xenon 2.53 GHz, 20 GB RAM).
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(d) Selected detail of segmentation
given by classifier

(e) Watershed transform applied (f) Segmentation optimized by pro-
posed algorithm

Figure 5. Evaluation of separation quality (a, d) detail of segmentation given by pixel-wise classifier (error area - blue),
(b, e) watershed transform (error area - green), (c, f) detail of segmentation optimized by proposed algorithm (error area
- red).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Evaluation of separation quality (a) detail of segmentation given by pixel-wise classifier (error area - blue), (b)
watershed transform (error area - green), (c) detail segmentation optimized by proposed algorithm (error area - red)
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